Serverless on
AWS
Modern applications at
your fingertips
For companies that need to scale and innovate quickly,
serverless computing is essential. Going serverless
enables businesses to offload burdensome
infrastructure management and build next-gen
applications at a lower total cost of ownership.
Developers can focus on innovation, while leaving
backend administrative work to AWS.
ClearScale enables businesses to go serverless with
AWS so that they can achieve maximum performance,
whether it be for computing, storage, analytics, or
other cloud-related capabilities. Simultaneously
increase agility and reduce IT expenses with
ClearScale’s help.

Serverless on
AWS - Services
Data Storage
Store objects within a protected, flexible, & highly scalable
environment through a simple web service interface. Expand as
needed with data lakes for big data analytics, and create durable
backups to augment what you already have.

Data Streaming & Analytics
Easily load, stream, and analyze data, as well as build custom
applications that pull directly from AWS storage. Train machine
learning models and run advanced analytics, only paying for
queries that you initiate. Deploy video streaming for cameraequipped devices or pull data from public records, similarly to
how real estate sites consolidate market intel in real time.

Database Management
Enjoy flexible, low-latency database services at scale. Automate
when your databases run, shut down, and expand based on
your unique needs. Follow the example of ad tech and gaming
companies that constantly track user events and preserve data
for individual players.
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Leave provisioning and server management to AWS when you
run any code. Process files or data changes as they occur,
much like how online news outlets resize images instantly for
viewing content on various devices. Pay only when you
compute, thus reducing overall IT costs for your essential
applications.

API Development
Develop, deploy, and manage both RESTful and WebSocket APIs
with ease. Let AWS help you address thousands of API calls
simultaneously and manage traffic, access, and version control.

Founded in 2011, ClearScale provides cloud-native consulting solutions designed exclusively
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for Amazon Web Services (AWS). Our expert team has helped hundreds of clients take
advantage of AWS serverless products and services through 850+ projects.

